The industrial robot is a mechanized electronic device that functions as a human arm, wrist and hand. Rolling bearings are an essential part of these flexible rotation. Due to the harsh environment of the industrial robot and full-load operation, bearing faults are difficult to be diagnose and occur from time to time. In the long-term research, the author found that the traditional method based on fault characteristic frequency has at least two problems. On the one hand, some bearing parameters are not easy to obtain so that the fault characteristic frequency cannot be calculated, especially the high-precision bearing of some imported equipment. On the other hand, some bearings can calculate the fault characteristic frequency, but the fuzziness of the method is difficult to overcome. This paper introduces a new method based on experimental data-driven random fuzzy evidence acquisition and intuitionistic fuzzy sets fusion (IFSF). Firstly, this method does not need to calculate the fault characteristic frequency, by constructing and matching the fuzzy expert system and the sample to be tested. The maximum value of the vertical coordinate of the intersection point, namely the likelihood measure value, is used as the membership degree of the support proposition. Then, the essential meaning of uncertainty parameter is analyzed, the membership degree of the fuzzy set under the random set framework is transformed into the membership function of the intuitionistic fuzzy set, and the binary likelihood pair is used to represent the single likelihood measure value. Finally, the single sensor multi-feature fusion and multi-sensor information fusion are transformed into intuitionistic fuzzy set multiattribute decision fusion. The experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper can overcome the fuzziness of the traditional method, and provides a new theoretical method for the fault diagnosis of rolling bearing, which is difficult to obtain geometric parameters.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rolling bearing is the core component of the industrial robot to achieve various actions such as flexible rotation, the working environment is harsh and easily damaged, but, accumulation of faults leads to reduced reliability and disaster [1] , [2] ,which fault diagnosis and condition monitoring are very important. The difficulty is that the environmental noise is too large. The fault vibration signal is mixed together with the noise signal, even submerged and unable to be discriminated. Vibration-based fault diagnosis of rolling bearing has The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Zhonglai Wang. become a research focus, and the crucial part of the diagnosis process largely depends on eliminating overwhelming background signals that can hide fault signal as well as the noise signal. Many methods have attempted to accurately extract the fault signal for reliable diagnosis, fsuch as vibration frequency based diagnosis (VFBA) [3] , principal component analysis(PCA) [4] , [5] , hidden Markov molding(HMM) [6] , kernel density estimation(KDE) and Kull back-Libeler divergence(KLID) [7] , vibration mechanism and reliability analysis(VMRA) [1] , [8] . VFBA is dominantly determined by rolling bearing type, operational environment and also loading condition, which are impossible to be considered within only one equation, resulting in the low accuracy and limited applications of this approach. In fact, a disagreement was found between theoretical calculation based on VFBA and experimental data, as shown in this work. Another diagnosis method is PCA, as a technique of multivariable statistical process control, which is a variable reduction procedure that uses linear combinations of original data. The diagnosis accuracy depends on the data processing window size; larger window size gives higher diagnosis accuracy. However, this method also reduces the diagnosis efficiency, as large window size also leads to heavy working load, which is time consuming. In Ref. 6 , Hassam Oak introduced HMM-based fault detection method which firstly used both normal and faulty bearings to train HMMs and then compared the probability of the observation data with a threshold. Fault occurs if the probability is higher than threshold. Like typical fuzzy data set this method is only capable of describing either agree or disagree while fails in neither agree nor disagree problem. However, in some cases, an uncertain state needs to be addressed and recorded especially for multi-faults detection in order to cover all the necessary information. Zhang et al. [7] proposed another method based on KDE and KLID to identify fault modes. In general, KDE is a nonparametric probability density estimation approach for the selected features of testing samples, and KLID is used to measure the difference between two estimated probability distributions. However, those two approaches are experience-dependent which is short of objective reasoning. Besides, contrary to popular wisdom the diagnosis accuracy based on this method isnt always positive related to the number of specimen due to different data set selection which makes it difficult to decide sample number in some cases and thus reduces the diagnosis accuracy. In order to overcome all these problems, this work proposed a new method based on data-driven evidence acquisition and intuitionistic fuzzy sets fusion. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Sec I prove inaccuracy of the method based on the vibration frequency diagnosis through experiments. Then Sec II, III and IV deeply explore the significance of multi-sensor uncertain information and introduce the usage of intuitionistic fuzzy sets under stochastic framework to solve the uncertain information fusion. Finally the experimental validation and innovations of this work is concluded in Sec V and VI, followed by a brief closure. This method has been proved to be more accurate and has a wider application. mds July 23, 2019
II. TRADITIONAL ROLLING BEARING FAULT CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY AND ITS INHERENT ISSUE A. TRADITIONAL ROLLING BEARING FAULT CHARACTERISTIC FREQUENCY CALCULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
When a fault occurs, a significant change in vibration pattern between rolling bearing with bearing pedestal and equipment shell can be observed. This kind of vibration pattern change would generate a periodic signal characterized by certain fault-position-dependent frequencies. Such characteristic frequencies regarding different fault positions are given below.
Outer-race fault:
Inner-race fault:
Rolling part fault:
Outer track of rolling bearing:
Inner track of rolling bearing:
where, f r is the rotation frequency of rolling bearing, z is the roller number in one rolling bearing, d 1 is the rolling element diameter, D 1 is the pitch diameter and a is the pressure angle. The rolling bearing in the industrial robot is difficult to monitor on site, so the simulated test platform is set up, as shown in Figure 1 , which fault mechanism and fault characteristics of the rolling bearing are the same as the the industrial robot. 6308 type rolling bearing was chosen in experiments. The rolling bearing properties used were: z = 8, d = 15mm, D 1 = 65.5mm, a = 6 • , and f r = 18.6Hz.
With above parameters f o can be calculated using Eq.1 which is equal to 58Hz. Therefore corresponding second and third harmonic frequencies are 116Hz and 174Hz, respectively. Figure 2 shows the spectrum analysis of two groups of data collected from the same test failure bearing. 
B. INHERENT ISSUE IN TRADITIONAL FAULT DIAGNOSIS
The experimental data from above test didn't agree well with theoretical results, which indicates the following potential problems within this traditional fault diagnosis method. On the one hand, some bearing parameters are not easy to obtain so that the fault characteristic frequency cannot be calculated, especially the high-precision bearing of some imported equipment. On the other hand, the experimental data from above test didnt agree well with theoretical results, the fuzziness of the method is difficult to overcome, in particular 1) The theoretical results fail to agree with the experimental data.
2) The experimental data is not repeatable.
3) 1X, 2X and 3X characteristic frequencies aren't diploid related to each other. Due to the uncertainty of operational environment, such as sensor position, background noise, environment temperature, as well as sensor shifting error and human factor, experimental data is, not surprisingly, random and fuzzy. So the characteristic frequencies cannot be accurately predicted by Eq.1-Eq.5. In order to overcome this problem, this work proposed a new method relying on data-driven random fuzzy evidence acquisition and data fusion of random intuitionistic fuzzy sets based on uncertain information analysis.
III. THE METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION STEPS PRESENTED IN THIS PAPER A. ESTABLISHING FAULT FUZZY EXPERT SYSTEM
Experiments have been set up to study different rolling bearing fault types. For each fault type, the basic measuring procedure is shown as following: firstly make observations for n times with time interval t, serving as one data set. Then repeat above process m times, representing m experts. Take k th set of data as an example, after spectrum transform, assume the i th vibration peaks corresponding to i th characteristic frequency respectively (i = 1, 2 . . . P ), which means i th -order harmonic wave.
1) Calculate the arithmetic mean value of k th set of data at i th characteristic frequency:
2) Calculate standard deviation of k th set of data set at i th characteristic frequency:
3) Obtain Gaussian membership function:
Establish the membership value of fuzzy expert system for fault diagnosis based on total m data set at i th characteristic frequency.
where, x i is the sensor measurement value, and
For every single fault type, i th characteristic frequency, (i = 1, 2 . . . , P ) results in P sets of Gaussian membership function. As a consequence total q fault types leads to p * q sets of Gaussian membership functions.
B. ESTABLISHING THE MEMBERSHIP FUNCTION OF BEARING FAULT CHARACTERISTICS TO BE TESTED
Membership value of specimen is obtained from following process: firstly make observation for n times with time interval t, serving as one data set. Next calculate membership functions of fault specimen at i th characteristic frequency, and then establish P sets of Gaussian membership function. The membership function at i th characteristic frequency is given by 
Assume δ is a number which is randomly distributed between [0,1], and define
F is a random data set formed by those whose membership degree larger than δ in the characteristic parameter space, which means the element numbers vary with the value of δ. When δ is a constant, F is a certainty set and can be also interpreted as a cut set in a fuzzy set.
Similarly the random set for fault sample can be defined as
If fuzzy fault feature parameter θ and F have a good agreement with each other, this indicates the occurrence of fault in sample. Such matching is a probabilistic likelihood phenomenon, so θ and F is randomly varied and in some cases they are orthogonal to each other, which is called conflict situation and also considered as inspection pending mode. In some cases it exists similarity between fault sample and fuzzy data base. This similarity can be quantified by the likelihood value which describes the degree to which fault sample and fuzzy data base are related. This value reflects the likelihood of fault occurring, namely higher value, higher fault probability. Correspondingly, we can get
Eq.13 shows a minimum-filter operation between µ F (X ) and µ o (X ) for every single value X , which gives us a set of minimum value. Then pick up the X corresponding to the maximum value from previous filter operation as likelihood value. Another way to determine it is from Fig.2 . The likelihood value for each fault type is the maximum y component of all the intersection points of the specimen membership curve and corresponding membership curve from fuzzy data base. Then i sets of fuzzy vectors can be then obtained, µ i = µ i1 , µ i2 , µ i3 , . . . , µ iq , i = 1, 2 . . . , p. For more or other relative theories about random data set and fuzzy data set, we can see from works by Xu et al. [9] and Ma and Hou [10] .
2) DEVIATING MEMBERSHIP DEGREE OF INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY SET UNDER RANDOM SET FRAME
Above all, fuzzy set theory based on stochastic framework serves as a powerful tool to analyze uncertain information [11] , [12] . However, fuzzy data sets are unary array, which can only represent agree or disagree two states. In other word, if the membership value of agree is µ (x), then the value for disagree is therefore 1−µ (x). It is impossible to describe the uncertain state. Intuitionistic fuzzy sets are a development of traditional fuzzy sets, which consider all the agree, disagree as well as uncertainty states. This makes intuitionistic fuzzy sets more efficient, flexible and practicable in analyzing fuzzy and uncertain data.
Basic principle is as following: Assume X is a domain of discourse. If we consider two mappings in X , t A : X → [0, 1] and f A : X → [0, 1], which satisfy the threshold ranges
Then t A and f A can be used as membership function and nonmembership function, respectively. Correspondingly, t A and f A are the membership value and non-membership value for element X ,
is thus defined as the uncertainty. As a matter of fact, experimental data sets always contain uncertain information. Low uncertainty indicates high measurement accuracy, and vice versa. Analyzing uncertain information in spectral energy curve becomes vitally important, which increases diagnosis accuracy.
D. DETERMINING THE RANDOM FUZZY SET MATCHING MODE
After comparing specimen membership function with fuzzy expert fault system [13] - [16] , the relativity of specimen to fuzzy expert system can be obtained regarding different fault type. A fuzzy random data set consisted of random likelihood value, namely basic probability assignment (BPA), can be determined then. For example, Fig3 shows outer race fault membership curve around 1X characteristic frequency compared with three membership function for different fault types from fuzzy expert system(n=40,m=5). As introduced above, specimen membership curve intersects with other three base curves, and the maximum y component of intersection points for each base curve is the likelihood value for corresponding fault type. 1) Matching p * q sets of membership curves results in p sets of BPA vector group. M i = max µ i1 , µ i2 , µ i3 , . . . , µ iq , i = 1, 2, . . . , p 2) Determine uncertainty:
where v i1 +v i2 +v i3 +. . .+v iq + i = 1, i = 1, 2, . . . p Now p sets of evidence vectors are obtained for every single sensor.
E. DETERMINING THE DECISION RULES OF INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY SET
Intuitionistic fuzzy sets are defined by binary vector array v ij , instead of unary array V i in order to capture uncertain information. v ij = t ij , f ij , where i = 1, 2, . . . , p and j = 1, 2, . . . , q. t ij represents the membership value for fault type y, f ij = 1 − t ij − i represents the membership value for the specimen with non-y fault type.
By above approach random fuzzy sets are changed to random intuitionistic fuzzy sets [17] - [19] , which use membership value v ij and non-membership value f ij to describe the fuzzy degree. This method is more functional obviously in describing the specimen fault feature. The fusion rule for intuitionistic fuzzy sets is shown as following:
where, j = 1, 2, . . . , q means q fault types. ω i is the weighted aggregation operators of intuitionistic fuzzy sets, ω ω 1 , ω 2 , . . . , ω p and p i=1 ω i = 1. So the following expression can be obtained.
F. DETERMINING THE DECISION RULES OF MULTI-ATTRIBUTE DECISION FUSION
Accurate diagnosis requires certain criterions. This work assumes the following criterions based on previous experience. 1) Maximum BPA should exist and must be larger than θ and when t j = f j , the fault type corresponding to the minimum f j , is the specimen fault type. 2) Uncertainty should be below some certain threshold, that is, 1 − t j + f j < ζ . 3) There should be a difference between the maximum number and second-maximum number, namely t j − t j > ζ . Due to operational environment and measurement method, single sensor cannot provide enough valid information for fault diagnosis. Multi-sensors diagnosis method is thus widely accepted in fault diagnosis. Data fusion rule for multisensors are given below
where ϕ is weighting factor, (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ N ), and
After obtaining f (T i , F i ), follow above data fusion procedure together to finish fault diagnosis.
IV. EXPERIMENT VALIDATION
This work conducted fault diagnosis on the ball screw outboard rolling bearing located in the feed system( y axis) in the simulated test platform. Three sensors were distributed as shown in Fig1, at spot 1, 2 and 3 respectively. The experimental sampling frequency is 20 kHz and the data length is 8192. The bearing in this experiments includes the bearings with good condition (no obvious damage bearing), bearings with faults in the outer ring ( the area is about 7 mm 2 , occurs in the middle of the outer race and the depth is 0.2 mm), bearings with faults in the inner ring ( the area is about 3.8 mm 2 , occurs in the middle of the inner race and the depth is 0.1 mm) and bearings with faults in the balls ( the area is about 3 mm 2 , occurs in the middle of the races and the depth is 0.1 mm). The type of the bearings are 6308 with ball number as 8, ball diameter as 15mm, the radius of the raceway circle as 65.5 mm and contact angle as 6 • .
The micro acceleration sensor from B&K Company is used as the vibration measurement sensor; the type is BK4374 with mass as 0.65g, sensitivity as 0.11pC/ms −2 , and frequency range as 1.0Hz-25kHz. The sensor is mounted directly on the outer surface of the bearing ring. The experimental charge amplifier signal is an SD-15A type charge amplifier produced by BEIDAIHE. The data acquisition equipment is by a PXI4496 data acquisition card from NI Company, which provides 16 analog input channels, and has functions of triggering and timing for satisfying multi-channel synchronous data acquisition. The software section is by Lab VIEW programming.
A. VALIDATION OF THE FEASIBILITY AND PRACTICABILITY BASED ON A SINGLE SENSOR
This method is a new data-driven fuzzy fault diagnosis method. If this method is feasible, it is certainly feasible for driving data sets. At the point 1, 40 consecutive observations were made, and 5 groups were observed, that is, n=40 and m=5. The frequency at the 1st, 2nd and 3rd amplitude points is regarded as the fault characteristic frequency at 1X, 2X and 3X, and the high-frequency components after 3X are ignored, that is, p=3, thus total 200 data sets have been obtained. Repeat the measurement based on three different fault types: inner race, outer race and rolling element, which means q=3. 200 data sets were inversely analyzed with established fuzzy data base. A primary verification of diagnosis method based on these data is summarized in Table 1 , which clearly proves the high accuracy of this diagnosis method. As can be seen from Table 1 , the accuracy of this method is very high, that is, the rolling bearing fault diagnosis method is feasible. Further, there are two effective and reliable methods for validation. One is replacing with an un-known fault type rolling bearing and then following the procedure as introduced above to conclude diagnosis result. If a good agreement with the actual sample fault type can be obtained, the feasibility of the proposed method is thus validated. Though this method is highly accurate, detecting the actual fault type of this arbitrary rolling bearing experimentally requires extra work which makes it less operable. The other one is to replace with a known fault bearing, and then follow the same procedure above. This method clearly avoids the fault detecting problem in the first method. So the following work is based on the second method, which establishes fuzzy expert system with 200 data sets from rolling bearing A firstly and then uses this fuzzy expert system to analyze another 40 data sets from rolling bearing B with known outer-bearing fault. If the fault diagnosis result is outer-bearing fault, the feasibility of the proposed method can thus be validated. The important parameters on fuzzy expert system of rolling bearing A and fault sample rolling bearing B were listed in Table 2 . The likelihood value with respective to these three fault type is then obtained by matching specimen membership curve and the membership curves from fuzzy expert system. The values are concluded in Table 3 .
After normalizing data from Table 3 , the normalized likelihood value can then be analyzed via intuitionistic fuzzy sets data fusion. Assume = 0.6, ζ = 0.2, ξ = 0.2, ω = (1/3 , 1/3 , 1/3 ), in other words, the data weighting factor for 1X, 2X and 3X characteristic frequencies are same. BPA values for three fault types are listed in Table 4 . As shown in Table 5 , the diagnosis results based on the data around 1X characteristic frequency indicated that rolling bear B had outer race fault which matched experiments very well. But the diagnosis results from 2X and 3X characteristic frequencies were not explicit, which brings the necessity to use IFSF for accurate diagnosis. Table 5 clearly shows that IFSF method gave accurate fault diagnosis, the outer race fault, which matched experiments very well and thus demonstrated the high accuracy of IFSF method.
B. MULTI-SENSORS DATA FUSION BASED ON INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY SETS
As shown in Fig1, there measurement spots 1, 2 and 3 are embedded with three sensors, which measure vibration from x axis, y axis and z axis respectively. Outer race fault usually produces vibration along y and z axis, which, however, is quite weak along x axis. And after obtaining diagnosis results by analyzing data around 1X 2X and 3X characteristic frequencies, a further data fusion operation was performed. Assume the weighting factor is ϕ = (0.2, 0.4, 0.4). Multisensors data fusion results are listed in Table 6 . Table 6 shows that IFSF method gives an accurate diagnosis result when dealing with multi-sensors uncertain information.
V. INNOVATIONS OF THE METHOD IN THIS WORK A. THE TEST SET AND TRAINING SET COME FROM DIFFERENT SAMPLE SETS OF FAULTY BEARING DATA
In the test of this work, the training set data is from the fault bearing A, and the test set data is from the bearing B. All the previous work [20] was conducted under same operational environment, namely the same experiment platform and same background temperature, n data set were measured and then separated into two groups, one containing n-m data sets and the other one consisted of the rest m data sets. Due to same operational environment, there is high consistency and similarity between n-m set of data and m group data, which is considered to be essentially consistent. This is the fundamental reason for the high diagnostic accuracy and poor generalization ability of traditional methods, which also is the focus of controversy in the field.
B. THE INTUITIONISTIC FUZZY EVIDENCE BODY UNDER THE RANDOM SET FRAME DESCRIBES THE STATE MORE OBJECTIVELY AND COMPREHENSIVELY
In this work, intuitionistic fuzzy set theory is used for decision fusion of multi-source uncertain information. Table 1,  Table 2 , Table 3 , Table 4 , Table 5 and Table 6 shows that it is feasible. At present, there is little literature on intuitionistic fuzzy set in the field of fault diagnosis of rotating parts. The membership function of fuzzy set contains both the supporting evidence µ (x) and the opposing evidence 1 − µ (x). In other words, membership degree of fuzzy set means that a single element represents both support degree and opposition degree. Membership degree of intuitionistic fuzzy set is the interval of [0,1], which can not only express support degree and opposition degree, but also express uncertainty degree (hesitation degree), which can express the fault information of rolling bearing more objectively and accurately, and more truly and more in line with the objective reality. Therefore, intuitionistic fuzzy sets are more comprehensive and advantageous in information expression.
C. THE LIKELIHOOD MEASURE VALUE IN THE FRAME OF RANDOM FUZZY SET HAS DEFINITE MATHEMATICAL REASONING AS MEMBERSHIP DEGREE
Both intuitionistic fuzzy set and intuitionistic fuzzy set are mathematical tools for fuzzy representation of uncertain information. But they both rely on expert experience which leads to the lack of objective reasoning. The determination of membership degree from fuzzy mathematics to precise mathematics is always one of the questions. This work firstly analyzed the disagreement between theoretical characteristic frequency and experimental result firstly, and then used Gaussian membership function to build fuzzy expert system representing fault information. The uniformity of these two has been demonstrated by the cut sets of the fuzzy sets under stochastic framework. The likelihood value of samples to be tested and fault expert system as membership degree is accurate.
VI. CONCLUSION
This work introduced a data-driven fuzzy random evidence acquisition method for fault diagnosis with no need to calculate characteristic frequencies, and the method is further combined with IFSF to obtain a new fault diagnosis method. IFSF uses binary vector array in intuitionistic fuzzy data sets to represent likelihood value of specimen which capture the uncertain information effectively and thus improve the reliability and accuracy of fault diagnosis. Besides, IFSF method has been proved to be valid for both single sensor and multi-sensors problems by experiments. This work provides a new theoretical method for the condition monitoring and fault diagnosis of rolling bearing, which is difficult to obtain geometric parameters. Of course, the industrial arm rolling bearing working environment is complex, so application should be combined with the actual industrial field in practical, on the basis of environmental information perception to explore more suitable state monitoring and fault diagnosis methods. 
